A flexible and fully integrated system for amplification, detection and genotyping of genomic DNA targets based on microfluidic oligonucleotide arrays.
A strategy allowing for amplification, detection and genotyping of different genomic DNA targets in a single reaction container is described. The method makes use of primer-directed solution-phase amplification with integrated labeling in a closed, microfluidic oligonucleotide array. Selective array probes allow for subsequent detection and genotyping of generated amplicons by hybridization. The array contains up to 15,624 programmable features that can be designed, de novo synthesized and tested within 24 hours using an automated benchtop microarray synthesizer. This enables rapid prototyping and adaptation of the system to newly emerging targets such as pathogenic bacterial or viral subtypes. The system was evaluated by amplifying and detecting different loci of viral (HPV), bacterial (Bacillus sp.) and eukaryotic (human) genomes. Multiplex PCR and semi-quantitative detection with excellent detection limits of <100 target copies is hereby demonstrated. The high automation grade of the system reduces contamination risk and workload and should enhance safety and reproducibility.